ABOUT RESEARCH

Now a day's an ultra modern Information technology device are widely used in researches of all faculties. Library books can not supply latest and up to date information, what Information Technology provides to every researcher. A time has come now to divert increasing interest in the younger generation in the field of Internet, websites, and Information Technology particularly in the field of researches of the faculty of Education. The credit goes to the brilliant researcher Mamdani Naseem Iqbal who stood first class first in M.Ed. examination, and also a Diploma holder in computer soft ware, made maximum use of Information Technology in her present research. As such is the first dissertation submitted in the Dr. Baba Saheb Marathwada University for Doctor degree in the faculty of Education.

Methodology of research needs modification taking into consideration of the high benefit of Information Technology. The research has profoundly used Information Technology in almost all chapters of research. A new appealing style has also been used in writing references and bibliography. A day will come soon when questionnaire will be filled up through Internet. Unfortunately as it is not common in society, the researcher has to follow traditional method to collect data.

Computer has been widely used by researcher herself in drawing the statistical calculating of hundreds of preparing chi-square, tables, graph, and writing of research report. Now a time has come for all research guides to switch on their Internet toward Information Technology to make maximum use of Information Technology in educational researches.
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